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Abstract 
Face anti-spoofing (FAS) techniques play a significant role in the defense of facial recognition systems against 

spoofing attacks. Existing FAS methods achieve the great performance depending on annotated additional 

modalities. However, labeling these high-cost modalities need a lot of manpower, device resources and time. In this 

work, we proposed to use self-transforming modalities instead the annotated modalities. Three different modalities 

based on frequency domain and temporal domain are applied and analyzed. Intuitive visualization analysis shows 

the advantages of each modality. Comprehensive experiments in both the CNN-based and transformer-based 

architecture with various modalities combination demonstrate that self-transforming modalities improve the vanilla 

network a lot. The codes are available at https://github.com/chenmou0410/FAS-Challenge2021.  

 

1. Introduction 

As face recognition technology advances, more interactive 

intelligent applications are embracing this efficient and 

convenient payment. However, most existing facial 

recognition systems are at risk of presenting attacks, 

particularly in 3D mask attacks [1]. Therefore, advanced 

presentation attack detection (PAD) is imminent for the 

existing facial recognition system. Recently, both traditional 

image processing algorithms and deep learning (DL) methods 

have achieved major improvements in face anti-spoofing 

(FAS). 

Similar to most pattern recognition issues, traditional 

algorithms adopted handcrafted features extraction cascaded 

with a trained classifier (SVM [2], Bayesian Classifiers [3]) 

for FAS problems. To be specific, the liveness-related features 

are firstly extracted by the classical handcrafted descriptors 

(i.e., LBP [4], SIFT [5], HOG [6]) based on the prior 

knowledge, then a powerful feature is fused by feature cross 

methods and send into the classifier. However, the synthetic 

feature is still too shallow to provide efficient and robust 

information for unseen scenarios and unknown PAs. 

Benefitting from several large datasets, the data driven 

method shines on the FAS. The convolutional neural network, 

as a most commonly used backbone, treats the FAS problem 

as a binary classification problem. The CNNs extract deeper 

texture features to distinguish the live and fake face supervised 

by a simple binary cross-entropy loss. Limited by the simple 

binary loss and the features only from the spatial domain 

(texture, edges, and corners), the network probabilistically 

leads to learning arbitrary pattern instead of anti-spoofing 

patterns and overfitting. To address this issue, several FAS 

methods add additional modalities (e.g., depth information, 

Infrared information, 3D information etc.) as auxiliary 

supervised label to improve the performance. Although these 

additional-modality-based approaches achieve greater 

performance in most presentation attacks, higher cost caused 

by a large number of additional-modality annotations should 

be considered.  

Following the aforementioned discussion, we proposed to 

use self-transforming modalities rather than high-cost 

modalities to improve network performance. In this work, we 

first investigate the effectiveness of different self-

transforming modalities including frequency-based and 

temporal-based modality. All these additional modalities are 

transformed from input RGB image or frames, which avoids 

additional annotations. In addition, we perform multiple 

modalities on the backbones of two concepts (Transformer [7] 

and CNN [8]), which aims to find the optimal architecture for 

modalities fusion based state of the arts. 

 

2. Related Work 

Previous FAS methods are mainly spitted in two categories. 

On the one hand, the detection of specific facial motions 

pattern is widely used to estimate PAD in early approaches 

[9]–[11], which is difficult to counter novel types of attacks. 

(i.e., video replay). On the other hand, previous research 

captures the spoofing patterns based on handcrafted features 

and train a binary classifier to discriminate spoofing and living 

face [4]–[6]. 

Recently, data driven methods achieve great success on 

both frame level and video level face anti-spoofing. For the 

frame-based methods [12-15], the CNN models are pre-

trained on a large face dataset first and fine-tuned on the FAS 

dataset in a binary-classification setting. In contrast, auxiliary 

modality supervised FAS methods [16-18] are more effective, 

which captures the more representative spoofing pattern with 

the support of supplementary information. For the video-based 

methods are proposed to extract the temporal [19] or rPPG [20] 

as an auxiliary modality fusing with the RGB features for PAD. 
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3. Modalities Analysis 

In this section, we first introduce three different modalities 

from temporal and frequency domain. Then, we do a primary 

analysis with visualization result. 

3.1 Temporal modality 

Dynamic texture [21] and motion blurriness [22] cloud be 

useful for the FAS issue given that the significant temporal 

discrepancy has existed between the live faces and PAs. 

Instead of the optical flow, we adopt the Rank Pooling [23] 

based dynamic image to capture temporal cues as a temporal 

modality, which has been proved its superiority to regular 

optical flow [24].  

Rank pooling first encodes consecutive frames K into 

feature vector as a rank group and use RankSVR [25] to learn 

the temporal discrepancy. The core function is defined below:  

    (1) 

where  is a encoder that embeds consecutive K-frames into 

a laten vector   and   denotes a slack variable. In this 

work, we directly apply rank pooling on the source RGB 

frames to compute temporal modality online using K-frames 

(K=10 in this situation). Thus, temporal modality has the same 

size as input RGB frame. 

 

3.2 Frequency Modality 

Frequency provides a complementary viewpoint where 

some subtle spoofing pattern could be well described. In this 

section, anti-spoofing clues are searched from two views of 

the frequency domain. Following the [26], the frequency-

aware decomposition (FAD) and local frequency statistics 

(LFS) is applied on the input RGB image to generate 

frequency modalities. 

FAD aims at learning the PAs patterns by frequency image 

decomposition. As shown in Figure 1, we first apply the 

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [27] to obtain the frequency 

image  . Then, three binary masks 

 are created manually to separate the frequency domain 

into low, middle, and high frequency bands. More specifically, 

the lower band covers the first 1 / 16 of the entire range, the 

middle band lies between 1 / 16 and 1 / 8 of the range, and the 

high band corresponds to the last 7 / 8 of the range. Finally, 

the decomposed image components  are calculated by 

 (2) 

where 𝑓𝑤
𝑖  are learnable filters and  denotes element-wise 

product.  

LFS aims at capturing feature that include shift invariance 

and local consistency of RGB image on the basis of explicitly 

frequency statistics. Given an RGB image, the localized 

frequency representations are first extracted by Sliding 

Window DCT (SWDCT), and then average frequency 

representations are computed with a series of frequency bands. 

The whole process is shown in Figure 2. To capture detailed 

abnormal frequency distributions, LFS rearrange the 

frequency statistics in a multi-channel spatial map which 

shares the same distribution as the input image. The local 

statistics is collected from each frequency band which is each 

patch  in Figure 2, and the statistics of each 

band are formulated by  

   (3) 

The ℎ𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑖  is the base filter and ℎ𝑤

𝑖  is the learnable filter. 

The local frequency statistics 𝑦𝑖  of each patch is transposed 

as a vector, which  is output channels. 

 

4. Experiments 

Evaluation Metrics. For a fair comparison, we calculate 

the Attack Presentation Classification Error Rate (APCER), 

Bona Fide Presentation Classification Error Rate (BPCER) 

and ACER followed the standard protocols and metrics 

provided by [28]. Furthermore, we also evaluate on accuracy, 

TPR and FPR three primary metrics. All metrics are 

formulated as follow: 

      (4) 

Dataset. We use HiFi-3D mask datasets [28] which 

includes 6 different attack type under different color and 

brightness. For both training set and test set, we adopt 

MTCNN [29] to detect face location to crop face into 256 x 

256 pixel and normalized pixel value to [-1, 1]. Moreover, data 

augmentation strategies, random horizontal flip, color jitter on 

brightness, contrast, and saturation are specially utilized for 

training data. 

Network detail. For the transformer-based architecture, we 

adopt Cvt-13 [7] that use sperate convolution instead of linear 

in vision in transformer. For the CNN-based architecture, we 

adopted SE-ResNet-18 architecture used in the ArcFace [8]. 

Both networks are initialized by Xavier initialization and we 

don’t apply the pre-trained parameters on them. For the 

multiple modalities input, we directly connect channels since 

all modalities size is same and value lie in [-1,1]. 

Implementation detail. We implemented the networks 

 
(Figure 2) Illustration of the Local Frequency Statistics (LFS). SWDCT 

denotes applying Sliding Window Discrete Cosine Transform and H 

denotes gathering statistics on each grid adaptively. indicates element-

wise addition and indicates element-wise multiplication. 

(Figure 1) Illustration of the Frequency-aware Decomposition (FAD) to 

searching out salient frequency components. D denotes processing 

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). D-1 denotes processing Inversed 

Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT). 
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with Pytorch on 4 Nvidia 2080Ti GPUs. For the Cvt, the initial 

learning rate and weight decay are 3e-4 and 5e-4, respectively. 

The maximum epochs are 30 and learning rate is decayed 

every 5 epochs. For the SE-ResNet, the initial learning rate 

and weight decay are 1e-4 and 5e-4, respectively. The 

maximum epochs are 60 and learning rate is decayed every 10 

epochs. Both two models are trained with Adam optimizer and 

batch size is 48. 
 

Modality Analysis based on visualization. The temporal 

modality, FAD modality and LFS modality is shown in figure 

3. We found FAD modality work well on the extra decoration 

on the face and temporal modality can capture eye and facial 

motion. Only by visualization, the difference between 

spoofing face and live face is the most obvious of the LFS 

modality. As shown in Figure 4, the frequency modality based 

on the LFS can clearly show the difference between the 

liveness and fakeness in texture, where forage face has 

abnormal smooth texture which is not exist on the live face. 

 

Impact of Multiple Modality for Deep Models. Here we 

fully evaluate the performance of two models (SE-ResNet-18 

and Cvt-13) with various modality combination, which are 

shown in Table I and Table II. Only the accuracy and TPR are 

higher better, and the other metrics is lower better. We first 

evaluate on different color space, which RGB achieve better 

performance on both CNN and Transformer based network. 

Same as the visualization result, LFS modality performs better 

than the FAD in frequency domain. FAD and LFS modality 

used together to obtain the best results.  
 

5. Conclusion 

This paper verifies the importance of considering various 

modalities on deep-based face anti-spoofing. We utilize the 

FAD method and LFS method on frequency domain and rank 

pooling on temporal domain to generate three modalities for 

FAS. Based on the visualization, we analyze the advantage of 

three modalities. Finally, we demonstrate the superiority of 

our approach experimentally. 
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